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ABSTRACT 

This project is about deslgn and construction of a X Digital Electronic C!ock~ to 

indicah1 "Tkne" of the day. 

The techniques ernployec} in this project are based on a tirne base circuit {oscillator 

circuit} which generates a frequency of 1 kHz The frequency divider circuit process the 

signal to give an output of 1 Hz. This is fed into the cour4 accumulator of the seconds 

section, VVhen the display is 59 seconds, an output is sent to the count accumulator of the 

rninute section. Again, when the display is 59 minutes, output Signal is sent to the hour 

section. 

\,Vhen the output of the hour section reads 12 hours it resets to 01 when it receive 

any output signa! from the minute accumulator. 

The logic fam!!')" used in this project is the Transistor-Transistor logic {TTL}. !t 

requires a voltage between 2.4v and 5v for its operatlofL A regulated voltage of 5v de 

supply is used to power ali the Ics used in this project 
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!NTRODUCT!ON 

CHAPTER ONE 

iNTRODUCTION 

In the world today, th8 increase in technologicai grovvth has macie possible 

the construction of measuring instruments with a high degree of accuracy. f\s 

science is interested m rnaking !ife more convenient for man, it is therefore 

necessary to ensure that liWe energy and time are spent on any operation. In all 

human endeavors especially in aU laboratory work accuracy is of pararnount 

irnportance. Therefore measuring instrument must possess a high degree of 

accuracy in \I'/hich ciock is an exampie of measuring instrument which has found it 

usage in the society 

Since the use of time can never be ignored it is therefore necessary to 

construct a device that can be used to measure time, Going down the memory 

lane there have being stages of developrnerrt m construction of a dock. In the early 

days of the electronics, clock were constructed using mechanical part. They 

consists rnalnly of a gear system and a 'Nhee! balance. It was observed that after 

working for several hours, the teeth of the gear 'Nou!d wear out there by affecting 

the accuracy of the ciock was aiso affected, BeSide, the accuracy of the dock 

'.vas aiso affected by the friction between the moving mechanical part and this 

resulted in the stiffness of the gear system. These '.<,Iere the problems associated, 

<.<,Iith the construction of a cioch in the eady days. 

Nowadays. rapid grovAh in the electronics (digital) world makes it 

possible to constructed a dock with a high degree of accuracy and one that is 

lees tedious in its use for measurement as it is in the world to day, digital electronics 

is the order of the day due to many advantag(~s associated with digital system 



such as high degree of accuracy, high speed of operation and less power 

consumption, hence there is need for a clock to be constructed based on digital 

Digitai system normally makes use of two possible states denoted a "H!GH" 

and "LOVI', and ~ 1" and a vO", "OFF" and VON", "THUE" and "FALSE" and henCe 

said to operate in a binary manner. !n other \/.IOr!ds the semiconductors are based 

to operate only in rNO logic state. 8y this rnode of operation, problem such as 

thermal run away maintaing a fixed quiescent pOint etc common with analogue 

system are made '>.loki Therefore a c!oc~; constructed based on theSe principles wW 

be more accurate and efficient such a clock is said to be a D!GIT Al DjSPLA Y 

A digital display clock is a simp!e electronics devic.e with make use of logic 

circuits to count and display the hours, minutes and second of the day. The clock 

circuit consists of time base count accumulator, decoder and display circuits. 

Pulse generation is used for the time base to generated a pulse of '1 Hz (1. 

e one puLse per second ) "..,hich is the basic .count of the clock the count 

accurnulatof consists of decade counters that keep the tract of the number of 

seconds and rninute froro DO through 58 and then resets to 00 and output of 1 > 

pulse per minute and 1> pulse pm respectively The hour counter counts from 01, 

hour to 12 hours and the resets to 01 hour.(fio.1.0) . ~ . 

Most digital display clock finds its application and use in all aspects of life due 

to the fact that a high level of accuracy is guaranteed in whatever it is use for , 

examples of such places in whlch it IS used are~ 

(a) Electronlcs Systems; It is used in electronics system such as video 

recorders and players to detennine the time required to complete a process 



, ELg in recording or determining the capacity of a recorded casseth';L 

(b) Computer system: It is use to determine the time taken to complete on 

operation such as formatting a disk, 

{ c} Laboratories:!n a number of laboratories, digital docks are used to find the 

time taken for a particular event to occur Sometimes it is used to detennine 

the time required to confirm the results of a particufar experiment 

(d ) in sports: It 1$ used to determirle when the time schedule for a match, 

(8) ~n Mmtary Weapons : it is use in making timing bomb and missiles 

Fig. 1.G i\ HLOK. DIAGRAM or Oi{:lrr,\L ELECTRONIC CLOCK 

1 .10 AIMS AND OBJECTiVES 

The aims and objectives of this project are: 

'> 
.1 



(1) To design and construct a" D!GITAL ELECTRON!C CLOCK "that wl1! counts 

from 0 1 hour 12 hours and resets to 01 houL 

(ii) To design a dack of a high degree of accuracy less tedious in its use for 

measurement, c:msumption, high speed of operation ami very cheap 

1,2 LITERATURE REVieW 

TIME 

One facet of human consdousness, is awareness of "Time" , Human being fee! the 

passage of time in their persona! experiences and afso observe it in their physica~ 

enviromnent It has being experienced, as a oneAtJ3Y flow at a pace Le show enough 

to be perceptible. People feeL U-'!lnk and act in consciousness of time flmN. The 

Irf8'>"ersibHity and inexorabWtv of the passage of time is borne on every human being by 

the fact of "death". ,A.s the English adage says "TIME AND TiDE l,IVA!TS FOR NO 

fviAN". 

HO'Never the familiar sub~division of day into hours, hours into minute, minute in 

seconds taking note of the fac! that, 24 hours make a day. AI! these facts, originates 

trom ancient origin but has come into genera! usage, since 1600 AD .P] 

Moreso, going down the memory iane, there have being different types of method 

used in the early generation in determining time of the day in which sorne of them are 

discussed below. 

1,2.1 EARLY ARTW~CtAL CLOCK 

SHADOW CLOCK OR SUNmALS 

The first device for indicating "TiME" of the day is "SHADOW CLOCK 

SUN01ALS", >.vhen people observed that tret} ami other objects cast shadows which 

move with sun. 

!n 1500BC, the early Egyptians constructed shadow dock [2} Avertica! pole !ike 



obelisk < cast, shadov'J on marked areas of the ground as the sun moved, The sundial 

vmrks only on sunt)')" days and when it is &ight but ineffective at night and on a cloudy 

day, 

Y-JATER CLOCKS 

The problem of 1eWng time at night or on a cloudy was solved by the ancient 

Egyptians vvith the use of "V<iATER CLOCK ", The '.'later clock operate by measuring 

water that tricks mgdar!y from one container to anoti1eL !n 1725/\0[21, 1he Chinese had 

an elaborate wateHNheel clock, and later they built a 40 v foot (12~metre) high pagoda-

like observatory water clock 

Like the sundials: the water dock had its disadvantages Le It would freeze in 

colder climates and could not easily be used no mernory objects such as ships. 

SAND GLASSES 

Alon9 with the development of water docks sand glasses, which measured time 

by means of running frorn one vessels to another through a narrow passage were 

introduced. The sand glasses was pivoted in the centre so that it could be swelled to 

start the sand pouring. There exists a leather case with four sand glasses fitted so that 

all are visible and made to run for a quarter, half, three-quarter and one fuH hour. 

MECHANICAL CLOCKS 

The construction of mechanical dock began in the 14 the century, Although there were 

some prirnWve versions as early as 200Se [2], the first mechanical dock were sound 

docks. They had no faces or hands to look at but a beH that rang a nurnber of time each 

day, tAme advanced versions of beH dock wert) driven by a weight attached to a cord 

that 'Nas vvrapped around a cylinder. The weight puB down the cord to ring the beH but 

such ciod:; were not very mgular Of effkienL 

1,2.2 PRESENT DAY CLOCK 



The "PRESENT DAY CLOCKS" with hands and a dial developed and powered in 

different ways. 

PENDULUM CLOCK 

In 1656 .. Christian Huggen, a Dutch scientist, built the first pendulum ciock P1 while in 

1675, he built another clock power by a spring that regular!y coHed and uncoiled. 

WATCHES 

In 1500 AD, Peter Helern made the first 'Naiches in GermanI They were 

elaborate, expensive toys of the rich that kept 1Irne quite poody. 

ATOMlC CLOCKS 

The early ciock vvere not very regular Of accurate. They were affectt)d by gravity, 

location, movement, wear, and temperature, and they needed constant correction. A 

pendulum dock would be of little use in a tossinQ ship at sea, The movements of such 

thing as a shadow, sand water, fire, sun, moon, and stars are not sufficient to measure 

the changes of atonic particles or the movements of bodies in outer space. 

For these purposes, scientist needed a steady and detai1ed standards that also 

were being affected as little as possible by external influences. They eventually found 

the answer in atoms themse1ves. Scientists determined that, the regular predictable 

vibrations (also caHed vvaves, cycles, osci!!ations and resonations) of certain elements 

COUld function as a time standard. 

The no of osciHations d etement caesium in one second is 9, 192,63'1,77. In 

1967, this number of oscillations has adopted in the international system of nult (S.!) as 

the definition of one second, Years are now official measured in second,which at one 

time was based on astronomical observation, has given up, although it is sHH used for 

certain purposes. The atomic (;jock only in accurate by one second in many thousands 

6 



CHAPTER TWO 

PROJECT DESiGN AND THEORY 

iNTRODUCTION!PRlNCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The most basic representation of an electronic dock is shown below in fig. 2.0 

'-" ,.. 0 rIg. L .. 

2,1 J} SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The digital clock is a system consisting of logic gates, fiip~f!op and subsysterns. 

The input of the system is the frequency source or the oscillator circuit The processing 

takes piace in the frequency cHvider, count accumulators and decoder sections. Storage 

takes place in the count accumulator. The control section is the time set control. The 

output is the digital time display. There is a pm'vcr sUPP!'y' also to keep the system 

running. In fig. 2.1.0 is shown a block diagram of the digital dock The various sections 

are dlscussed in the foHowing sections. 



As. shown in Fig, 2,1, J (iiO; the inverting input of the cooperator is biased at a 

voltage of 10v i.e ['10/(5+101 15 '::; 10v through a potentia! divider. The non-inverting 

input voltage of the cornperator is refered to as THRESHOLD VOLTAGE and the 

inverting input voltage as the CONTROL. VOLTAGE, VVhen the RS mp~mp set, I.e INith 

a voJtaQe equal to the supply voltage at output Q and output Q at 0'1, the high voltage 

at Q drives the transistor into saturation and this causes capacitor C which \,'Jas earlier 

cnargt-:d through resistor R to discharge through the transistor to the ground since at 

saturation. the transistor causes a short circuit across the capacitor. This brings the 

threshold voltage to OV since this is nO'>;\I the voltage across the capacitor C as a result 

of the short circuit The comperator output is now inverted sincB the control input voltage 

is more than the threshOld voHagR If a signa! is applied to input H, output Q is reset 

to OV and output Q to ·15V. Since Q output is now OV, this causes the transistor to cut-

off giving '>;\lay to the capacitor increase exponentially as shown in fig. 2,1 '1 (IV) above 

and this is the same as the threshold voltage. As the capacitof charges up tmvards the 

supply voltage, imrnediateiy the vDHage is slightly greater than 'WV, the output Df the 

comperator switches state leaving S input high i.e 15\l This sets the flip-flop and output 

o now becomes high (15Vj. This process is repeated so long as the supply voltage 

remams, The output waveforrn is as shov.;n in fig. 2.1,'1 Ov), 

It is important to note that the rate at which the output voltage switches state 

depends on the rate of charging and discharging of capacitor C. Therefore, Rand C in 

series determine the frequency of the output waveform. The threshold voltage is 

exponential in nature as It is the same voltage across the capacitoL 

11 



2,1,2 REAUZATION OF FREQUENCY USED WnH 555 TIMER CONNECTED AS 

ASTABLE MUL T! VIBRATOR, {CLOCK FREQUENCY CALCULATfON} 

The frequency torrnu!a for the NE555 timer is given as 

"" 1 144 r''' .... " ........ "'.,.,,~ 

T {H, t 2RJC 

For a frequency of 1000Hz, a capacitive value of 0, 1f'F is chosen 

1A4 1 onn z: ............................... , .. ,,~--
,,'-' 'R R' 'r: -lx"O· t ' ~ l+:;H·I!,d J 

144 
H~~ 1" 2R .. ,) ~ .......... :~.-----.-.-- .... :: .... -
'. -, 1»;10' xO.1)dlli! 

::; 14400 

;\ standard resistive value of 680n is chosen for R1 

2R2 ::; 14400 - R1 

-::; 14400 ~ eso 

';Z 13720 

13720 
2 

;;; 68600·;;; 6,8k (} 



2,L3 OPERATION OF 555 TIMER CONNECTED /,<S i\STAULE MULTIVlBRATOH 

/' , 
\ nl) 

fig 2."1,:3 

R!=~ 

R}.;;::: 6<g~ft 

C t :::: 0. ! PF 

('~ ;:: O. O!~ 



The figure ShOV~Tl above fig. 2.1 3 (Iv} is a 555 timer connected as an astable 

rr,ulti vibrator (free running mum vibrato;). The inverting input caBed the trigger (pin2) 

of lower comparator is connected to the threshold input (pin 6) and these two pOints me 

now connected across capacitor C. \i\fhen the voltage at pin 2 is a !Htle lower than one 

third of Vcc, the output of the lower comperator becomes high and this resets the fhp -

nop leaving 0 at logiC zero. This forces the discharge transistor to its cut-off region and 

as the coHector of this transistor is connected across R2 and capacitor C at pin!, no 

current flows though the transistor and aU the current from the supply flmvs through R 1 

and R2 to charge up capaci10r C As this capacitor charges up, the voltage across it 

rises first to j:~ Vec. VJhen this voltage rises s1ighUy above this valuB, the voltage at the 

inverting input of the 1000ver composltor is greater than the voltage fixed at the non-

1nverting input and the output of the comparator goes low. This has no effect on Q 

output. The voltage across C continues to increase until it is slightly above K Vcc 

Then, the threshold vdtage is slightly greater than the voltage at pin 5. This turns the 

output of the flip-flop high and sets the fnp-f1op which implies that Q ::: Vcc. This voltage 

drives the discharge tranSistor into a saturation and then short circuits pin 7 to the 

ground as explained on its. basic operation, The 'voltage at pin 7 is grounded meaning 

that capacitor wiH now discharge through R2 and via the discharge transistor to ground. 

The voltage across the capacHor begins to fa!! until it gets to H Vce and slight!y below 

this, the upper cornparator output is switched low. But this does not affect the output 

(). The voltage across C faiis to X Vcc and slightly below it, the output of the lower 

comparator then sViltches high. The Rs latch is then reset and the process is repeated. 

'fhe continues charging and discharging of capacitor C results in the rectanguiar 

waveformed at the output pin (3) as it is shown in fig,2.13b (Hi) The wave form of the 



voltage across capacitor C also decreases and increases exponentially as shown in the 

fig. 2, '1,3, (ii), The capacitor changes up to % Vee and discharges up to )i Vcc, The 

by~pass capacitor {001;.d) COrlnected to pin 5 is just to provide noise filtering for the 

control voltage, If the reset terminal {pin4} is connected to the ground, it wi!! not 

inac!hfate the whDle circuit and hence it is always connected to the supply terminal as 

shovm in the figure above. 

Mov/ever: having calculated the values of Ri " 68KO with chosen values of a 

standard resistor H 1 ;z 6800 and a capacitive value of 0 1pF for a frequency of 1000 Hz, 

this NE 555 tlrner is able to function as determined. Beside,s, in order to generate one 

pulse/second (1 Hz) the output of this astable multi vibrator is connected to three decade 

counters in cascade for frequency division, 

Sequential logic circuit are derived from various inter connection of FUP-FLOPS. 

They are circuit with the ability to mtain present state at the output when the input states 

am charged, Such circuits are COUNTERS: REG!STERS, PULSE GENERATOr{ etc. 

O)ll'l.Jf 

Fig 22.0 

The are tvm types of sequential circuit and they are: 

15 



(i) ASYNCHRONOUS SEQUENTIAL LOGIC CrRCUH SYSTEM; Is a system which 

depends upon the other in which its input siqna!s charge and can be affected at 

any instance of time. 

(ii) SYNCHRONOUS SEQUENTiAL LOGfC CIRCUIT SYSTEM: Is a system which 

has a behaviour that cao be defined from the knowledge of its SIgnals at discrete 

instants of time. 

The sequential logic circuits which consists of nmmmy element are caHed 

FUP~FLOPS. There are different kinds of flip-flops such as J.t{ flip-flops, D-flipvfiops 

etc., but we 'NiB !ifnit ourselves to the types used in this project (J-t{ flip-flops). 

Flip-flops have the foHowing basic characteristics. 

(i) They have the ability to store one bit of binary' information. 

(iii They have two outputs which are complementary 1.e one for the normal value and 

the other for the cornplementary' value of the bit stored in it 

A mp·f!op circuit can maintain a binary states indefinitely {as IQng as power is 

delivered to the circuit) until directed by an input s!qna! to switch stat€-

J·f{ flip-flops is one of Hie rnemory elements used for counters. This is a 

refinement of the R-S flip·f!ops in that the indeterminate state of the R~S flipvflop is 

defined in the J·K mp~fl(}p. 'VVhen this occurs, Le J -::; 1 and K:;;; '1. the circuit toggles and 

comp1irnents the output 

K----

16 



As it can be seen from table 22,1{i) the two asynchronous inputs are 

considered <.vith other inputs separately because they (asynchronous inputs) are not 

operated simultaneously. The two asynchronous inputs affect the flip-Hops 

lndependent of the dock and the t\·vo synchronous inputs Le J and K for example, 

when ClR ~O, irrespective of <Nhat eLK, J or K inputs, the output is maintained at 

Q :::-; 0 Also when PR::;. 0, Q z; 1 irrespective of ClK, J and K inputs. 

STATE OR TRANSlT10N TABLE: This is also one of the important table of a J ~ K 

flip - flops. The tiroe sequence of inputs, outputs and fHp~f!op states are being 

enumerated. it consist of three section Viz, the present state, the next state and the 

output. The state table for the J~K flip··flop is shown in the table below. 

Next state of the Inputs 

output 

Qit-t1\ < ; J "I 
! 

K 

0 
, 
! o o 

o 1 1 

x 

x 

From the table shov,m above. it can be seen that 'Nhen J z; 0, K can either be 

o or 1 and yet, it Vii!! not affed the state of the output Le Q = 0, Q (Hi) :::-; 0 rneaning 

that the J input determines the output This is also the case vAlen J :;;; '1, V'Jhen K 

~ 1, J can either be 1 Of O. This wiH make no difference at the output since Know 

determines the state of the output. Hence, x represents the "DON'T CARE" 

condition i.e it can be either 0 or 1 irnplies that it reaBy makes no difference. 



The present stale on the table represents the state before the occurrence of the 

clock pulse, v"hHe the next state is the state of the output of the flip-flop after the 

occurrence of the dock pulse. 

STATE D!AGRAM: This is a graphical representatiDn of information on the state 

table, It also describing the behaviour of the logic states of a flip .. f!op, In this 

diagram, a state is represented by a drde and the transition betNeen states is 

indicated by directed !ines connecting the circles, An example of this is shown in 

fig. 2.2:1 (d) representing the state diagram of a particular sequential logic circuit 

8T !\TE 2.2, '1 A STf>.,TE DIAGRAM OF /\ LOGIC COUNTER 



The binary number inside each cirde identifies the slate it represents. The 

direct lines are labeled with two binary numbers separated by a slash U} The input 

value causes the stale transition is labeled first, the number aftar the symbol/gives 

the value of the output during the present state eg. The direct !ine from the state 00 

to 01 is labeled 1 fO meaning that the sequential circuit is in a present state 00 when 

x ';;: 0 and Y ~ {} and that on the termination of the nex1 pulse, the circuit goes to the 

next state, 01 < and x and Yare inputs. A direct Hne connecting viith itself indicates 

that no change of state occurs. 

Besides, the state diagram provides the same information as the state table. 

There is no difference bat~veen a state table aml a state diagram except in the 

roanner of representation. The state diagram gives a pictorial views of a state 

transition and in a form suitable for human interpretation of the circuit operation. It 

is often being used as the initial design specification of a sequential circuit. 

STATE EQUATION: This is also known as an application equation. It is also used 

to describe the behaviour of the logiC state of a flip~ftop. It is an algebraic 

expression that specifies the condition for a flip-flop state transition. The equation 

is obtained from the k-map. A state equation is similar in form to a flip--f1op 

characteristics equation, accept that it specifies the next state condition in terms of 

external input variable and other flip-flop values. The left: side of the state equation 

denotes the next stale of a fHp~f!op, and the right side, a Boo!ean function that 

specifies the present state condition that makes the next state. An example of a 

state equation is 

!\(t+1) :::; (AB + AS + AS) X + A8X 

The equation is obtained from say flip-flop A A (t+ 1) represents the nexi 

state of A when the condition representing the present states of the right hand state 
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of the equation is met after the OCCUffence of the dock pulse, The time t in A (t+'1) 

shows that it is applicable only in dock sequential circuits, 

2.2.2 COUNTERS 

Counter circuit is a sequential circuit which goes through a prescribed 

sequence of states when input pulses are applied, These input pulses are called 

"COUNT PULSES". 

Counters generaBy obey the rule 2:' when n represents the number of f1ip

flops needed to implement a counter that >NiH count through 2 I' n number of states 

in binary. The largest binary number counted by n cascaded flip-flops has a 

decimal equivalent of 2 I{· i. It should be noted that counters can be designed to 

skip sorne states depending on '>4hat is in the mind of the designer. Such counters 

are caHed "'TRUNCATED COUNTERS", 

There ate t\vo maior categories of counters namely, synchronous and 

Asynchronous counters 

SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS: This is the type of the counter when the flip,fiops 

are connected in such BVJay that they are triggered almost at the same Hme by the 

same clock pulse (para!!e! connection), 

ASYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS; These am obtained from serial connection of flip~ 

fbps, The disadvantage of this connection is the speed which is lOIN since the 

output of one flip-flop is used to trigger the other and so on, which results in a 

curnulative setting time. 

\;Vith aB the necessary information on ,J ~ K flip-flops in the previous section, 

therefore we proceed to design counter (mod~ 1 () counter) Decade counter used for 

this project 
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2,3 FREQUENCY DIVIDER SECTiON 

The purpose of the frequency divlder section is to dh/ide the output frequency 

of the 555 timer ('1 OOOH2) down to one pulse per seconds or1 Hz which is the basic 

count of the clock. The counters used for this purpose decade counters 0'4 LS 90) 

2,4 THE COUNT ACCUMULATOR SECTION 

This consists of counters (74 LS 90) that keep track of the nurnber of 

sBconds horn 00 throuoh 59 and then rBseb to 00 witi! an outout of one nu1se per w . r 

111inute. The rninutes counter rece~ves the one pulse per rninute output pulse from 

the seconds counter as its own mput and then counts the nurnber of rninutes from 

00 to 59 and then resets to 00, The output of this drcuit is one pulse per hours. 

'Y'h '~ < .' r).< ' < 1')' j t' . I qe one rH .. HSe per dGUrS counn-=:r counts Horn t 1 nours to ~ nows an, neo resets 

to 01 hows. 

The counters used in the seconds and rninuics count accumulators (0-59 

counter) con~~ists of a decade counter. Cascaded with 8 0·5 counter (i.e module ~ 

6 counter). The decade counters die CGupk:d v·.nth '1 's place of the display. The 

modulo - 6 counter is Goupk:d \-vith the 1 D's pface of tf'1e c1!sp!acc, In like rnanner, 



the hours count accurnw1ator is a decade counter cascaded with a 0-1 CDunter which 

is a Hip it! this case, The decade counter is coupled to the 1 's place of the display 

v;hile the flip-flop is connected to the 10's place of the display. 

2.4.1 SECONDS AND MINUTeS COUNTER 

The seconds counter is W,fO 7490 Ie counters. Theflrst is wired for a decade 

count to provide the units seconds. These NrO counters effectively carry out a count 

of 0··59 and then resets. The output is one pulse per rninute which is applied to the 

minute counter. The rmnutes counters are exactly the same with an output of one 

pulse per hour. The seconds and minutes counter, circuit is shown below in fig. 

2.4.1. 

Fig. 2.4.2 The seconds and minutes counter circuit 

2,4.2 HOUR COUNTER 

jp!s 
SeCONDS 

c..OYNTER' 

The hours counter is slightly different It has the 7490 Ie as a decade 

counter in the units position. The output of this counter is inverted by an Ie 

inversion, to provide the unit hours reset so that at i 2:.59:59, the dock resets to 

01:00:00. !n the tens of hours position however, instead cfthe 7490 ~C previously 

used: a J K flip "" flop (7476) is used. Since it is a 12 hour dock, this digit is only a 

o and 1. These r. ... o output states can easi1y be obtained using the 7476 Ie which 
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tIA1AC, J rs Q l4J 
::t 

is discussed belm ... , o Ips 
(u;) a 

etA! Q 7476iC 

(I) Logic Symbol 

I MODE OF- l __ m.. j~.~~_T_S ___ . 

1 OPERATION I ASYNCHRONOUS i SYNCHRONOUS 
l'm~--~~_~--+--,-____ ~~i~ __ --__ --~ 

I PS CLH elK J K 0 Q 

Asynchronous set 1 x x X '1 0 

0 ,x x X 1° 1 
! i I x 0 x x 1 1 

Asynchronous reset 

Prohibited o 

Hold 1 1 0 0 No charK'E; .';j 

Heset 1 0 1 {} '1 

'! 1 0 1 '1 (} 
I 

Set 
i 
J 

1 1 '1 ! Opposite 
~ 

I set 

, 

l. 

Toggle 

(ii) Truth table X y irrelevant tve elk pulse 

F'· '"'142 Ig. d:... . 

The logic symbol is in fig. 24.2 (i) above, showing the two asynchronous 

input (preset and dear} and the synchronous input J and K data dock inputs and 

the customary {) and Q DutputS. Also the detailed truth table is shown in fig. 2.4.2 

(ii). The asynchronous inputs are activated in the first three lines of the truth table 

o'<leriding the synchronous inputs, \Nhen both aSlnchronous inputs (PS and CLR) 

are disabled with a 1, the synchronous inputs can be activated. Wa 0 is applied to 

the dear input. the flip-flop resets l his feature is used in resetting the hour 

counteL 
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connected to the clear input of the 7476 the clear input is active and therefore the 

fHp~flap fBset to give a 0 output at the Q output of the 7476,. This reset input of the 

7490 are also connected to the output of the 7411 which is at logic 1 this reset the 

7490 counters back to 00. However, there is an active low inverter at the QA output 

'N!1ich is activated and therefore there is a count of 1 on 7490. The hours counter 

therefore resets from 12hous to 01 hours. 

2.5 THE DECODER SECTION 

In digital electronics, aH operations are carried out in binary from. The 

information at the output of the counter are in binary form therefore, it is necesSfWf 

to find a way of converting this infonnation in binary to a form suitable for a man to 

interpret and a drcuit required for this purpose is known as a ~OECODER", 

A DECODER~ A decoder is a cornbinationa! logic circuit that converts binar:i 

information from n-input Hnes to a maximum of 2'1 unique output Hne~L It the n-bit 

decoder informatmn has unused combinations as is the case with the spedal 

decoder used for this project, the decoder output wi!! have less than 2() outputs, 

This decoders are refered to as n - to " rn Hne decoders >"vhere m is less than or 

equal to 2H
, 

!\ seven segment decoder is used for this project It is a 4 - to ~ 7 lines 

decodeL It has four inputs and seven outputs. These outputs are used to drive a 

seven segment display, 



2,5,1 DESIGN OF A SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER 
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4 0 1 0 0 10 1 1 1 0 1 1 , 

6 0 1 0 '1 11 0 1 1 0 11, 
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2.5.2 CHOICE OF DECODERJDRIVER Ie 

As it can be seen in fig, 2.5,1, if one is able to implement this circult using 

single scale integrated circuit. the number of components required is enormow>, 

For example, this project required six seven segrnent decoders. If six of such circuit 

am to be lmp!ernented at the end of the day, the cost of production would be very 

high. Therefore, it would be 'Nlser to go for circuit that is less cosUy and most 

effective and such circuit comes in a medium scale integrated circuit e,9 74LS47 

decoder. It is a decoder/driver used to drive a seven segment display in this project 

@. \/e" 
C f 
l1' 

5 61j~ a 
R &1 b 

i.> t 
A 4 

~jJb e. 

Fig.252 A seven segment Decoder (74LS 47)!C. 

The figure shovm above 25,2 is a 4 y to - 7 line decoder. it has four data 

inputs, A., B, C and D and seven active 10'."" outputs a, b, c, d, e, f, and g. These 

outputs, If a binary seven, A :;;. 1, 8 ~ 1, C::: ! and 0 :;:; 0 are present at the data 

inputs the output a , b, c and 9 would be at an active low since the display used in 

thts project is a comrnon-anode, only the segments to which these outputs are 

connected (aJJ,c and g) are turned ON, therefore a decimal Se\,'fW is then displayed, 

2,6 DIGITAL D!SPLA Y OR READOUT 

The display emp10yed in this project is the seven segment display \vhich is 

widely used as a readout for modern digital equipment 

There are three types of seven~segmBnt display, These are 



(i) Light emitting diode (LED) 

(Wi liquid Crystal display (LCD) and 

(iii) Gas dfscharge display {GOD}, 

However, the seven-segment indicators in this project are basically Red light 

emitting diodes (LED) constructed on a veroboard in a geometrical pattern, dipiding 

the shape of decimal numbers from O~9 depending on which segment is selectively 

Wumi.nated as shown in the figure 2,6 below, The LED was chosen because it was 

cheap and available in the market. 
--------~------+__r-----oV(t 

The LED seven ·segment is a comrnon-anode display in which all anodes are 

connected together white the cathodes are Independent as it is shown in fig 2:6, 

To operate the LED display, all anode terminais must be supplied with 

positive voltage The current flowing nvouQh each diode must be limited to about 

20mA which is the maximum amount of current that must pass through each for 

safety, Therefore, in order to prevent current passing through these diodes, a 

current limiting resistor must be introduced in series with each diode at their 

respective cathode 



2,6.1 CALCULATING THE VALUE OF THE CURRENT LIMitiNG RESiSTOR 

FOR THE SEVEN SEGMENT~ LED DISPLAY 

~ .. """,,,,,,,,., ~ 

·,,,,,····· .. 14 

+ O··············,·,··<~I~~:~:~), ._--

As it is shown in the circuit above (fig 3.tl1 (!in, The range of the voltage drop 

in the diode is "LO::;Vd ::;3.0 

!d (diode current) :::: 20mA, 

(a) For Vd {min) of 1.0V 

from, 

Vi<" ;~R! 

.t ~ VA.. 
~t --
~" ';' ,~~;,J 



(b) For Vc (max) of 3\1 

from 

Thus, 

Vf1 2 
·C "2"i:i·;~O:··i· 

Therefore, the range of the value of limiting resistor is 

1 000 ;; R;; 2000 

R ;:; 1500 was chosen. 

2].0 THE POWER SUPPLY UNiT 

!n order to remove the stress horn the power supply unit, this project design 

requires a dual voltage supply of + 5'1. This was done because the total current 

consume by the whole circuit is more than IA and therefore two 5V lA (7805) 

regulator were conneded in par-aBet so that trle two of them now share the total 

current being drawn b'y' the circuit together according to the Kirchoff's current lav>!. 

The connection of the power supply is as shov.'n in fig. 2.7. 

The circuitry consists of a 220vl12v transformer whose outputs are fed into 

the diode rectifier to produce a de voltage output. Some capacitors of specified 

capacitance values were used to remove ripples by way of fluttering. The two 7805 



Ic voltage regulators were connected in paralle! and used to produce constant de 

voltage supply of +5'1 and +5v respectively \vhich one of them is required to power 

display: decoder and accumulator sections while the second + 5v is used to power 

time base and frequency divider sections, 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONSTRUCTiON TEST!NG s TROUBLE $HOOT~NG AND COStiNG. 

3, i CONSTRUCTION 

In the construction of each of the sections that make up the DIGITAL 

CLOCK, the design specification are strictly ~ adhere to and the logic farnily 

used in the project is restricted to a particular one T,T.L, after considering the 

problems associated viiU'! the interfacing of different logics, However~ the 

construction of each of the sections are discussed below· 

A regulated power supply sed ion was constructed on veroboard using 

transformer rating of 22ov,500mA (Primary),12v (secondary) as shown in the fig. 

2.7 of the chapter hvo feeding a bridge rectifier constructed hy fourlA general 

purpose diode and the output of this now fH!er by capacitor Co, which is '1000 IlF . 

In this section two 5'1, 1A regulator are used and they 'Is/ere connected in parallel 

because the total current consume by the, while circuit is more then lA, and with 

the two of them in pamH€! world share it according to the kerchiefs current law, the 

output of one would supply both decoder and LED section white the second one 

would supply the rest section ,capacitors C 1 ,C2 and C3 are llsed for something 

stage in the circuit 

The pulse generator was constructed using 555 11me as an AS TAStE 

MUl T!V!BRATOR 'Nith R'1 :z680Q, R2 ::; 6,80kO and a capacitor of O. i IlF as 

calculated in chapter 2 giving output of 1000puise per second 

The frequency divider section 'Nas cons~ructed using three decade courter 

which were connected in series WIth the final output of 1 pulse per second 

The cDuntaccunlulato( Were constructed using decade. Counter .The unit 



of second and rninutes are constructed by taking its input from pin 14 and output 

from pin11 with pin 2,36,land 10 grounded. The tens of second and rninute are 

constructed by taking its input from pin14 and output from pinS with pin 10,6 and 

.. -:...(t.,. 

7 grounded. pin 2 and G"connected together as shown in chapter rNO. 

The unit of hour was constructed with a decade courter with an inverter at pin 

120utput 'Nhile the tens of hour was constructed using a f1ip-flop, AND gate and 

inverter, 

The decoder/driver and display section were constructed using the output 

of the court accumulator as its own input and a limiting resistors of '150n were used 

to limit the current from output of the decoder\driver to the seveH~egmBnt display 

vlhich WBfe constructed using the light emitting-diodes. 

Hovlevw, the stages 'Nere arranged in such a way that the output of one 

stage serves as the input to the other stage. 

3.2 TESTING 

Each of the section were first tested one after the other on a bread broad and 

conSiderable time was given to each module under test to respond as desired so 

as to be sure of its reliability· After the breadboard testing, each module were the 

disconnected from trie breadboard and then transferred to the veroboard for 

permanent soldering. And proper soldering techniques were carefu!ly observed. 

HovJever, the tlnal soldering of the entire circuit. was then tested section by 

section by mum-metre to make sure that they are working as desired. 

3,3 TROUBLESHOOTlNG 

It is desired that in improving the maintenance culture, one should also be 

able to rectify some simple faults v>lrnch might develop in the digital dock, 

To this end < some common faults >,Nhich Gou!d easily develop in the clock are 



enumerated and simple suggestions on hmv to go about rectifying them enlisted in 

the table beiow, 

r .... m, FAULT '(s)!' POSS~BLE CAtJSE {sit I TOOLS/EQUiPfv.lENTS I 
1 -J~ SUGGESTION --1 TO USE 

rSUPPIY ";ains on, -I Fuse "';9ht hav~ got bUf~I. Of r MUltj-m~tef, - I 
I power supply not transformer bumt or any of the ! Oscilloscope, soldering 

1 'st.'Orkino cornponents in the power iron, leadlsucker ; . v 

I supply section. Carry out 

check on each of these as 

! Supply main On, Sew.'!n~segment lED indicator' MulHmeter, oscmoscope, 

1 power supply unit ! might have been burnt, counter so! d e fin g i ron, I 

working but clock j might have failed, clock; leadlsucker, Ie extractor 

not working generator Ie might have failed, and piler. 

I study the detail circuit diagram 

, and carry out fault tfacing as I I 
appropriate ._m_I-.I _____ ~m~ 

Table 3.3 

3.4 COST ANAL YB!S 

This table gives the part list for the Digital Electronics clock and their cost 

The !1st indudes only these cornponents used in the fin a! production and excludes 

these that burnt or damaged during the course of production, 
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I '. NO -I DESCRIPTION OF I CrY I UNIT PR. ,ICE r'--T-O-TA-L---"l 

~--t-"' COMP(!!!~!.::!._S __ --ll.... _m (ti) _ COST {N} 

! 1. Limiting resistors R! ;:; 1500 42 7.00 294,00 

2 Resistor RI :;;; 680 n 1 I 8.00 8.00 
1 

3 Resistor R2 :;;; 6.8kDi ! ROO ftOO 

4 Capacitor CO;:;· lOGO NF '1 60.00 60,00 

7 

8 

1
9 

1~0 

I ~'1 
i 

12 

13 

14 

1(.: i ~..) 
~ 
~ ,~.:-". i ,0 

117 

118 
1

18 

20 

Capacitor C'1 ::: 0.1 pF 1 40,00 40,00 

Transformer 220'>ll12v 

SOOmA 

74021C 

7404!C 

74LS47lC 

74lS 90 IC 

7476 Ie 

78051C 

Connecting vires 

1 35.00 

4 

1 

1 

8 

1 

1 

2 

2yrds 

6yrds 

4 

50,00 

150.00 

100,00 

80.00 

10000 

120.00 

100.00 

8000 

100,00 

30.00 

10.00 

20.00 

Soldering lead ~ 2 l 100.00 

30.00 Genera! purpose diode (1/\) I: 1 I I 

Veroboard 2 1 30.00 j 

35.00 

200.00 

150.00 

100.00 

80,00 

500.00 

960.00 

100,00 

80.00 

200,00 

60.00 

60,00 

80.00 

200,00 

30.00 

Push v button 1'1 i I 
Plastic casing I ~ 
~ .~~'...< •••••••• mMw,"."""",;-[: -::: TO-TAL-~N """r--r:_-m~;~?-i5;~:?--'1~;:: :J 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

D!SCUSSION! SUGGESTION AND CONCLUSION 

4.1 DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

The project is aimed at design and construction of a clock with a high degree 

of accuracy and one that is less tedious in its use for measurement. This aim was 

achieved though with some technical difficulties. 

Problems were encountered in the area of getting an accurate pulse 

frequency using the 555 timer Ie. It was not easy to get one pulse per second from 

the 555 timer that was '#hy the time base was made to generate '1000 pulse per 

second and this was divided using three decade counters 'Nhich their total output 

gave 1 pulse per second which is the requited pulse for counting by accumulator. 

Moreover, problem were encountered in the power unit section because the output 

of a regulator does not sustained the power consume by the circuit, therefore, the 

problern was solved by using two regulators in parallel in which the output of one 

regulator wi!! ser\/e decoder and display module 0/hile the second Vii!! serve the rest 

of the circuit. ;\lso heat sink is used for the regulator Ie to conduct the heat a'Nay 

and LED are used in such as.vay that they are arranged in numerical order for the 

display circuit 

Besides, in the area of getting cornponents for the project work also some 

difficulties v'Jere met VVhen some components gets burnt at the course of 

construction, it becomes very difficult and cosUy to get then replaced and this waste 

a lot of time and causes deiay in the construction. 

!-Io'Never, after the satisfactory job that we have done the possible future 

irnprovement on the project are as follmvs: 

(1) Incorporation of the mode select switch to reset the hour and minute digits. 



(H) The dear reset s:witch or button may also be incorporated. 

(in The alarm circuit 'Nhich wi!! operate houdy. 

,AJso going by my experiences during the cause of deSigning and construction 

of this project, I hewby suggests> 

that the university or department should embrace the culture of helping and 

aSSisting students in getting the components needed for their project work and also 

they should try to relief students financial wise on their project 

Besides, I also suggest, that students of the department should be made to 

start embarking on mini~pmject work from 300 level upwards. This vim go along way 

in exposing and preparing the electrical students for their final year project. 

Fina!!}" the department shodd set up more laboratory pradk,.a! in electronics 

for students and a film show (Documentary' filrn) on electronics should always be 

Sh{YNn for students. 

4.2 MAINTENANCE 

In engineering profession, maintenance of engineering equiprnents ('.vhether 

in form of tools or measuring instruments) is very necessary and important since 

continuous and constant maintenance of equipments leads to increased !lfe span 

of such equipments and hence higher profitability, 

The digital clock in this sense is unarguabfY on engineering equipment used 

for measuring time. Hence. the need to take good care of it is mandatory to 

generate its durability. 

4.2.1 MAiNTENANCE CULTURE TO BE OBSERVED ON THE D!GH At CLOCK 

'1. Always place the digital ciock at moderately ventilated locations to prevent 

overheating, to aid proper heat sinking by transformer and other heat 

generating cornponents. 



2, Disallow anything liquid, moisture or dirty air from entering into the housing 

or casing of the dock as electronics components do not compatible with 

3, Ahvays handle properly when moving the dock to another iocation to prevent 

the dock from falHng which could lead to the malfunctioning Of complete 

damage of the dock 

4, Always ensure that the power cord does not kink as kin~;ing could damage 

the cord and can cause short circuit 

4,3.0 CONCLUStON 

The aim of this project has undoubtedly been achieved though some 

discrepancies is always occur when the clock is connected to the power supply and 

this is due to false triggering of digital Ie used and this could be overcome by 

aHowing the system to attain a steady state, That is to say that the required circuit 

has been designed, constructed and it is working satisfactory, The design was 

carried out by the knm'ljedge acquired from Electronic and Digital courses offered 

in our dep,:;uiment as wel! as industria! training 

,;,,
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